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ABSTRACT

We consider the transfer matrix method for obtaining properties

of standard veils and barriers in one-dimensional Schrodinger problems

with constant and position-dependent mass. We report the formulae for

the energy levels of a veil and the transmission coefficient of a b.irrier.

We demonstrate the continuity "hetveen virtual bound statcr> and bound

states in a well of position-dependent mass and the relation betvjen the

zero energy gap states of a periodic potential problem vith the

corresponding energies of the non periodic ones with transmission

coefficient equal to one. The calculations vere carried out for a uide

class of potential profiles.
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Many papers and many books have been devoted to ID

problems because of i t s usefulness in describing many physical

situations, specially for solid state physics. We refer the reader

to the book in ID physics by Lieb and Mattis [1] for a general

introduction to this subject. In the last 15 years the interest in

this field has been renewed because of the achivement of man-made

structures as quantum wells (QW) and superlattices (SL). These

systems may be described, in principle, by a ID equation of motion

(see for example [2]).

One of the techniques to solve ID problems i s the

transfer matrix (TM) method, introduced with l i t t l e differences by

many authors [3-13]. Almost in all theso works, the sectionally

constant potential is analysed. There are mainly two approaches to

introduce the TM: transferring the coefficients accompanying the

wave function from one interval to another, or the value of the

wave function and i t s derivative. We use here the second one [14].

In the Envelope Function Approximation {EFA) the case of one single

band may be treated by a lD-SchrOdinger equation, with constant

mass [15-16J if the material is homogeneous, and with position-

dependent mass [17-19] when non-homogeneous (graded structures).

In this article we attempt to develop the TM method for

the ID Schrodinger equation with constant and position-dependent

mass. We report formulae for the transmission coefficient of a

barrier and for the energy levels of a well. Finally we

demonstrate, using this technique, two properties of ID problems:

the continuity between bound states and virtual bound states in a

well, and the relationship between zero energy gap states of a
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periodic problem and the energies of virtual bound states in the

corresponding non-periodic problem. The first property was used by

Bastard [20] to explain the luminescence spectrum of a double

rectangular well of GaAS-AlGaAs. The second one occurs in the

particular sectionally constant potential considered in [21], Our

calculations were carried out for a wide class of potential

profiles and mass distributions.

2. TRANSFER MATRIX FOR ID SCHRODINGER EQUATION

This section is devoted to sumarize the properties ot the

TM [14] introduced to solve 1D-Schradinger problems. We also derive

the transcedental equation for the energy levels of a well and the

formula for the transmission coefficient of a barrier.

For non-homogeneous systems a wide class of Kamiltonians

has been deduced [19]. Some of them have been rejected [22]. We

shall use the following standard equation:

1 d
- E}T(z) - 0 ( 1 )

where:

Ve(z) = V(z> + h
2K2/2rn(z); K2 = k2 + k2 (2)

This equation has been used successfully in many problems [23-2-1].

To introduce the TM let us define the two component vector:

F(z) =
T(z)

(3)

where the prime indicates derivative with respect to z.

We define the TM, H(z,zo ) as the 2x2 matrix which

ti-.insfor any solution F( z ) from zo to z, i.e. F( z ) = M( z, Zo )F( zo ).

M(z,zo ) satisfies the following elementary and non-

independent properties: it is real; M(z,z) is the identity matrix;

M(z,zo ).M(zo,z ) = 1; if zi is a point in the interval <z,zo) for

which the wave function and its derivative are continuous then:

M(z,z0)

When there is a jump of finite height for the mass in z=zi the

continuity of the current density lead us tor

[5)

In this case (4) becomes

,zQ)

with:

(6)



C(z )

The de t e rminan t of tile TM i s [25]

det[M(z,z0)}

(7)

( B )

In [14] we have shown how to construct the TM in terms of two

linearly independent solutions of (1). Up to here the properties of

the TM.

Now let us consider the potential profile depicted in

figure 1, defined by:

| Vx fo r

V( z ) = /arbitrary in zcfa^a,)

[ Vn for z>a,

and a similar function for m(z).

If we define:

12m 2m

•ft
(10-11)

the function F(z) must be written as:

F(z) -)

1

-ik.

e"lklz for z<a,

for

" i k 2 z
2 for z>a

(12)

In demanding continuity of F(z) in z=az+ we obtain a system of

equations in the coefficients A, B, C, D.

For bound states (E<min(Vi,Vi}), we must demand that

D=A = 0 and in a straightforward manner we\ obtain for the energy

levels the equation:

C 2 M U 21 (13)

which includes all possible cases (Vi and/or Vi finite or

infinite).

For E>max{V:,V2} we may calculate the transmission

coefficient of the barrier. We get after some calculation:

T = (11)

In (13) and (14) Mij is the ij-th matrix element of

M(a2+,a1-) - C(a2)M(a2-,a1+)C(a1) (15)

When the mass has no jumps in z=ai and z=ai, then C(aa ) and C(ai)

become the identity matrix.
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Let us define:

f ( z , £ ) » ( l /2)Tr{M)

where TrfM) means trace of matrix M.

For the case Vi =VJ =V, im = m; = m, equation ( Id ) can be

written as:

(16)

T =
k2f2+Cb£/-bz)2

(17)

where k(ki«ks=k), f and tif/'bz are evaluated at z = az , and for the

case of variable mass inside the well, their limits from the right

must be taken.

3. BOUND STATES AND VIRTUAL BOUND STATES >

Fallowing other authors [13,20,26] we shall call virtual

bound states thoce with energies Ev >max{Vi , Vj }, such that T(E«. )=i.

Let us examine these states in the case Vi-V: and im =m: .

The values of Ev will be given by the transcendental equation:

- = • = 1

If we now change one of the parameters of the system (the depth of

the well, for example), E. will change [27]. Let us suppose that

the potential is such that in varying the parameter under

consideration, E decreases monotonically. For a certain value of

this parameter it happens that Ev =Vi so k = 0. In this case the

-7-
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denominator in (18) must be zero. This reduces (18) to the equation

M2i=0, which coincides with the condition for the appearence of a

new bounded level derived from (13).

This coincidence illustrates the so called continuity

between bound states and virtual bound states.

A. THE I1 KR10DIC AND NON-PERIODIC PROBLEMS.

In this section we attempt to establish the relationship

between the three problems schematized in fig. 2, i.e.: a) one

barrier, b) N identical barriers and c) the periodic problem made

up by infinite replication of cases a) or b). For simplicity we

consider the case of constant mass. Let be Ft the TM of a single

barrier (M(ai,ai )), and Q the one of N identical barrier

(M(a».i,ai )). From [12] it is known that:

- R

N _ 4-Nt, t,

_
11 t -

t" - t"
1 2
1

Q 2 2 = R22 ^t~1
z

t N tNt z

12 t -t.

N-l _ N-l

N-l _ N-l
1 2 2

tN - tN
tl Z2

"21 21

vjherc ti and ti are the eigenvalues of R.

With the substitutions

(19.a)

(19.b)

(19.c,d)



Tr(R) = and | Tr{Q) = |

we obtain

N

N-l _ N-l

(20)

From [28] and {14] it is known that the dispersion relation for a

periodic problem can be written as 2cos(qd)=g(E) where g(E) is the

trace of the TM of the unit cell. For problems a) and b} we have:

cos(qd) = £

N

(21.a)

(21.b)

respectively, where q and q» are the corresponding wave vectors and

d=ai-ai. At the band edges q=nn/d (n = 0,1,2,... ), and then we obtain

ti =f, so f=(-l)". At these points it follows from (20) that

fK=(-l)nK and finally, qn corresponds to the center of the

Brillouin zone (BZ) (if nN is even) or to the BZ boundary (if nN is

odd). This results confirms that the two periodic problems

associated with potential profiles a) and b) in fig. 2 are the

same; the difference is just the unit cell choosen in each case.

The description in the reduced scheme makes the q=2nn/d points to

stay always at the center of the BZ, while the points q=(2n+l)n/d

correspond to the boundary of the BZ if nN is odd or to the center

if nN is even.

(21a) determines a many-valued function E=E(q,d)

implicitly. Taking its derivatives with respect to q and d, it is

-9-

easy to rewrite the transmission coefficient of the potential a)

as:

T = + a H
d ^q

(22)

From (22) we have the following results: if the periodic problem

has a zero gap (f'=l, tf/^EaO [28]), then the corresponding non-

periodic problem has a virtual bound state (T=l), and inversely, if

the non-periodic problem has T=l in a band edge, the associated gap

is zero. Note that this cannot be concluded from (21b) because it

has artificial zero gaps coming from tha band folding procedure to

the reduced scheme. At these points E is not locally a single

valued function of q and the procedure followed to obtain (22) is

meaningless.

A few comments about the case of position-dependent mass.

When the mass has jumps of finite height the selection of the unit

cell must be done carefully in order to keep valid the property

derived from (22). A unit call with inner points of jump makes thn

whole analysis valid without any other specification. If this is

not the case, then it is necessary to verify the condition Q=R" to

ensure the validity of the analysis. Then the limit from the right

of f and "b£/"bz are need to be taken.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Firstly let us establish the limitations of our results.

We consider potentials that guarantee the continuity of the wave

function and its first derivative everywhere. However it is not
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difficult to deal with potentials that behave like Dirac's delta

function introducing a matrix similar to (7). When considering

position-dependent mass tho conditions (5) shows a possible

discontinuity of the first derivative of the wave function but only

due to possible jumps of finite height in the mass.

Equations (13)-(14) constitute formulae for the energy

levels and transmission coefficients for potentials of the class

depicted in fig. 1, including position-dependent mass cases.

Other problems may be solved with this method without a

particular specification of the potential profile in the interval

<ai,ai). For example, this formalism allows to obtain formulae for

the delay time of a reflected or transmitted wave packet, as was

done for a particular case in [26]. Also the interface states may

be calculated in the same way as was done in [29] for a particular

case.

For applications, the TM is calculated from two linearly

independent solutions of (1), as explained in [14], and substituted

in (13), (16). From a computational point of view, complicated

potentials can be approximated stepwisu in small intervals allowing

for a simple algorithm, using the TM for constant potentials and

the property (6) many times.

We have demonstrated two properties of the ID Schrodingei-

equation which were early seen only in particular potentials: the

continuity between virtual bound and bound states [20,26], and the

relationship between zero gap conditions and non-reflecting

properties of a given barrier [21]. we consider that these results

illustrate the usefulness of the TM method in obtaining properties

of ID problems.

As a corollary of the second property we have that a

-n-

reflectlonless potential [30] has a periodic problem with no gaps.

Notice that a periodic problem has an infinite class of associated

non-periodic problems, corresponding to different ways in which we

may choose the unit cell with period d. As o consequence of our

discussion all these non-periodic potentials have the same function

f given by (16). It is due to the fact that their TM may be written

as products of the TM's corresponding to many small intervals

cyclically changed into the unit cell, and then with the same

trace, it implies that when a periodic problem has a zero energy

gap state, then all the associated non periodic problems will have

a transmission coefficient equal to one for this value of energy.

The inverse statement is not always true because only the values of

energy for which the non-periodic problem has transmission

coefficient equal to one but corresponding to a band edge of the

periodic one, have the property of being zero energy gap states-
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FIG. t

Figure 1.- Sketch of the arbitrary potential employed in Sections 2

and 3 of the text.
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FIG. 2

Figure 2.- (a) barrier potential of arbitrary shape; (b) N barriers

of arbitrary shape; (c) infinite barriers of arbitrary

shape.
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